INTRODUCTION
Most of the Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) circuit applications use arithmetic operations widely. The performance in most cases, powerfully depend on the effectiveness of the hardware used for computing multiplications, since multiplication is massively utilized in these environments. The high interest in this application field is witnessed by the number of algorithms and implementations of the multiplication operation that are presented within the literature. More specifically, short-bit width multipliers became very important building blocks for high-performance embedded processors and DSP execution cores. In this case, short bitwidth multipliers typically play the role of basic building blocks. Multipliers of moderate bit-width (less than 32 bits) are also being used massively in FPGAs [1] . All the above interprets into a high interest and motivation, for the design of high-performance short or moderate bit-width multipliers.
There are three major steps to any multiplication. In the first step, the partial products are generated, in the second step, the partial products are reduced to one row of final sums and one row of final carries and in the third step, the final sums and carries are added to generate the result. There has been abundant work on advanced multiplication algorithms and designs [1] - [14] . Most of the approaches utilize the Modified Booth Encoding approach [3] for the first step due to its ability to reduce the number of partial product rows in half. They then choose some variation of any one of partial product reduction schemes such as the Wallace tree [5] , [6] or the compressor tree [7] , [8] in the second step to rapidly reduce the number of partial product rows to the final two (sums and carries). In the third step, they use some kind of advanced adder approach such as carrylook ahead or carry-select adders to add the final two rows, resulting in the final product.
With advances in technology, several researchers have tried and are trying to design multipliers which provide either of the subsequent design intensions as high speed, low power utilization, regularity of layout and thus less area or perhaps a combination of them in one multiplier therefore making them appropriate for varied high speed, low power and compact VLSI implementation. To achieve high performance, the modified Booth encoding [3] that reduces the number of partial products by a factor of two through performing the multiplier recoding has been widely adopted in parallel multipliers. This algorithmic approach is applicable for each signed and unsigned multiplication. This paper is organized as follows. After the introduction in Section I, a brief review of the parallel Booth multiplier design is presented in Section II. Section III discusses the related work. The proposed work is presented in Section IV. Section V deals with the VLSI implementation and Section VI include the performance analysis.
II. PARALLEL MULTIPLIER DESIGN
The block diagram of Modified Booth Multiplier is shown in Fig. 1 . The basic building blocks of this multiplier are Modified Booth Encoder (MBE) and partial product generator (PPG) also called as Booth Decoder. In Booth's multiplication algorithm, negative encoding is performed for both signed and unsigned multiplication. Since it applies to 2's complement arithmetic, care must be taken to verify sign extensions are in place. This work is done by the sign extension corrector which is performed along with the decoder logic. The generated partial products along with the sign extension bits are accumulated in the accumulation phase. The drawbacks of the conventional Booth algorithm [2] are overcome by processing 3 bits at a time during recoding in [3] . The modified Booth algorithm is also known as Booth 2 algorithm or Modified radix-4 Booth algorithm. It is a well-known algorithm as it reduces the number of partial products by about a factor of two. To Booth recode the multiplier term, we consider the bits in blocks of three, such that each block overlaps the previous block by one bit as shown in Fig. 2 . Grouping starts from the LSB, and the first block use only two bits of the multiplier (since there is no previous block to overlap): The least significant block uses only two bits of the multiplier, and assumes a zero for the third bit. The overlap is necessary to know the sign of the last block, as the MSB bit acts like a sign bit. We then consult the Table 1 , to decide what the encoding will be. Since the LSB of the first block is always assumed to be 0, there is never a negative partial product for the least significant block. 
Booth Decoder
Booth Decoder is designed to produce the partial products by multiplying the multiplicand, X by 0, 1, -1, 2 or -2. The output of MBE acts as the selection inputs to the partial product generator. The partial products on each row are obtained as 1's complement numbers for negative encoding. To obtain the 2's complement number, '1' is to be added at the LSB of the obtained partial product. This operation is performed in the accumulation phase. Each partial product row is placed 2-bits to the left with respect to the previous row.
Sign extension Corrector
In Booth's multiplication algorithm, negative encoding is performed for both signed and unsigned multiplication. The reason for dealing with signed numbers incorrectly is the absence of sign bit expansion. When bit 7 of the multiplicand X (X 7 ) is zero (unsigned number) and Y 2i+1 is equal to one, then sign E will have one value (become signed number of resulted partial products). It is the same when the bit 7 of the multiplicand X (X 7 ) is one (signed number) and Y 2i+1 , is equal to zero, the sign E will have a new value. However, when both the value of X 7 and Y 2i+1 are equal either to zero or one, the sign E will have a value zero (unsigned number). In the case, when all three bits of the multiplier value Y 2i+1 , Y 2i and Y 2i-1 are equal to zero or one, the sign E will direct have a zero value independent of the X 7 value. In this brief, the focus is on the first step (i.e., Modified Booth encoder and decoder) to reduce the area and delay of multipliers, as the MBE and PPG block occupy onethird part of the complete multiplier architecture shown in Fig. 1 .
III. RELATED WORK
Two different Booth encoder and decoder schemes are evaluated here for their distinct unique features. Goto introduced a sign-select Booth encoder with four output signals [4] . In the usual encoder, only neg is generated which represents the negative partial products. In Goto's sign-select encoder, an extra control signal PL j is added to represent the selection of positive partial product. PL j and M j become active when the partial product is positive and negative, respectively. The X j and 2X j signals show whether or not the partial product is doubled. The sign-select booth encoder uses many inverters to reduce the delay imbalances but the area occupied is large. This scheme is represented as the Scheme_1. Fig. 3 illustrates the simplified PPG than the one presented in [4] . The simplicity of this circuit leads to smaller area usage. The second scheme represented as the Scheme_2 was proposed in [9] by Yeh. In this scheme the modified Booth encoder produces four output signals namely neg, X1_b, Z and X2_b. In this scheme, the neg bit is as the input multiplier bit Y 2i+1. So, the encoder generates the three signals X1_b, X2_b and Z. The Z signal makes the output zero to compensate the incorrect X2_b and neg signals. The PPG proposed in [9] is the improved form of the PPG proposed by Fried in [14] . The PPG in [9] has the same speed performance as of that in [14] but occupies moderate area.
IV. PROPOSED WORK
As the focus is on high performance in terms of delay and area of the modified Booth encoder and PPG block of the parallel Multiplier, the proposed Encoding and PPG scheme when put in the structure presented in Fig. 5 generates the partial products with less delay and occupies a moderate area when compared to the above discussed schemes. The proposed modified Booth encoding table is shown in Table 2 . In the Proposed scheme, the neg signal is same as the input bit Y 2i+1. The signals one and two are generated as shown in Fig. 4a . The signal cor in the modified Booth encoding table is the correction bit used to compensate the incorrectness of the signal two. The PPG is designed using two multiplexers and an XOR gate as shown in Fig. 4b . 
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V. VLSI IMPLEMENTATION
The structure shown in Fig. 5 is designed using VHDL for the existing schemes and the proposed scheme. The implementation i.e., Synthesis and Simulation are performed on Xilinx 9.1 ISE. The device used is XC2S100-5TQ144 of family Spartan-II FPGA. If the multiplicand or the multiplier is a signed number then it is first converted to 2's complement form and then the recoding is performed by using modified Booth encoder.
Area analysis is done by analyzing the parameters like no. of 4-input LUTs (FPGA function generators), no. of occupied slices and the total equivalent gate count which are obtained in the design summary upon implementing the design, as shown in Table 3 and Table 4 . 
VI. RESULTS
For MBE schemes, the Proposed scheme gives 2.46% improvement in delay over Scheme_1. And gives 40% and 25% improvement in area over Scheme_1 and Scheme_2, respectively. Upon implementing the structure in Fig. 5 , the Proposed scheme gives 10.76% and 13.77% improvement in delay over Scheme_1 and Scheme_2 and 5.4% improvement in area over Scheme_2. Though the area occupied by Scheme_1 is less, but the delay is more. Hence, the experimental results demonstrate that the Proposed scheme achieves significant improvement in area and delay than the existing ones as shown in Table 5 . The proposed logic can be successfully used to build a high performance 4×4 bit multiplier. Similarly, the higher bit-width multipliers can also be built. 
